Stanford Prize for Innovation in Research
Libraries (SPIRL)
Presentation (nominator’s statement)
The Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes (BVMC) submits this proposal
for its nomination to the Stanford Prize for Innovation in Research Libraries
based on the following considerations:
• The BVMC, created in 1999, is a not-for-profit organisation whose
main objective is to contribute to a more effective dissemination of
the Hispanic culture on the web. The library publishes high-quality
content, such as its own full-text critical editions, which can be exploited by the research community.
• Since 2009, the library has committed to implement a permanent innovation programme aiming to prepare the library for the continuous
challenges raised by the internet environment, in particular, the social
web and the semantic web.
• The continuous development programme has been accompanied by
basic research actions in topics related to digital libraries, such as the
improvement of OCR technologies. This research has been carried out
in liaison with other prominent institutions in the field: for example,
the EU-funded Impact project consortium has engaged 26 European
institutions including national libraries, research centres and the most
important companies providing OCR services.
• The BVMC is also committed to foster the dissemination and transference of the knowledge created by research networks and by institutions
with experience in the deployment of mass digitisation programmes.
Furthermore, the Succeed project (running from January 1, 2013 and
led by the BVMC) will promote the uptake and validation of research
tools in productive environments.

• The BVMC, supported by Banco Santander and directed by the Universidad de Alicante, provides a unique example of a public-private
partnership, creating free and high quality digital content for the general public and a wealth of research and innovation for the digital
libraries domain.
Some results obtained so far by the innovation programme are the following:
• An open architecture platform has been implemented for the advanced
management and access to metadata in digital libraries.
• The new platform supports advanced cataloguing according to the
FRBR recommendation and provides tools for the integration of bibliographic metadata collected from heterogeneous sources (which often
apply different normalization schemes).
• The library’s web site includes advanced browsing capabilities exploiting the hierarchical relations defined by the FRBR model (such as
specific subsets of creations, collections and periodical publications, or
sub-catalogs for specific library sections).
• The application of an open-source and open-data philosophy allows for
the straightforward deployment of the platform by external or thirdparty institutions and simplifies the external exploitation of the content.
The first version of the new platform is in operation at the BVMC site
(www.cervantesvirtual.com) since December 2012, and quantitative impact measures are now being collected.
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Stanford Prize for Innovation in Research
Libraries (SPIRL)
Title: Service oriented platform for the management of
metadata and content in digital libraries
Nominee: Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes
Summary
In 2009 the Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes started an innovative
programme for the technical re-engineering of the platform supporting the
creation, maintenance and deployment of the library’s content and the associated descriptive metadata.
The ultimate objective of this innovation programme is to address the
new challenges of the digital libraries in the so called web 2.0 environment,
which requires a more open, user-oriented design. Therefore, an open technical architecture guided by the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) principles and relying on open-source developments has been implemented.
A complementary objective of the programme is to provide a better
integration of the heterogeneous sources for data and metadata compiled in
the library. To address this normalization, the recollection of heterogeneous
metadata is now based on the FRBR conceptual model promoted by the
IFLA.
After the re-engineering of the platform, the library’s presentation layer
has been redesigned to exploit effectively the hierarchical relations supported
by the new data model and to provide users with advanced navigation capabilities. Moreover, the publication of an open Application Programming
Interface (API) allows external partners and independent users quick implementation of new services based on the library’s content (data and metadata). Finally, the new cataloguing management system, based on FRBR
and SOA, increases the productivity of the cataloging.
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Context: the nominee

The Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes (BVMC) is a digital library,
available on line at www.cervantesvirtual.com, founded in 1999 with the
primary goal of disseminating and facilitating online access to Hispanic culture by creating and delivering top quality content in Spanish or about
Hispanic culture. Today, its catalogue compiles about 150,000 entries most
of which is material edited by the library, but there is also a significant number (about 23,000 entries) of links to valuable content provided by partner
institutions. The distinct features of the BVMC library are:
1. The content has been selected according to the criteria defined by an
expert advisory board, which evaluates the scientific relevance of the
documents, and these documents have been cataloged following widely
accepted standards, such as MARC21.
2. A significant fraction of the content (about ten thousand documents)
are digitally-born, critical editions produced by the library, containing
supervised full-text and structural metadata (encoded as TEI markup).
Almost 300 journals have also been published (both historical and
modern) including almost 18,000 journal volumes and over 12,000 articles with specific bibliographical descriptions which provide a valuable
tool for researchers.
3. The library, supported by a private-public partnership, has always adhered to an open-content philosophy seeking for the highest impact
upon the academic and research community, as well as upon the general public.
4. The experience of browsing the BVMC library has been continuously
enhanced with the contribution of experts who provide introductory
material for every library section and contextual information for the
most relevant content.
The Fundación Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes supports the BVMC
digital library, a digitisation project directed by a public University (Universidad de Alicante) and funded by private companies (with the leading
participation of Banco Santander). This remarkable experience in the cooperation of public and private sectors has been enhanced through a large
number of cooperation agreements with highly relevant Latin-American cultural heritage institutions, including most national libraries.
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The BVMC has been an active member of the Impact project,1 a research
project funded by the European Commission under its 7th Framework Programme, which aimed to improve the OCR technology to allow for a better,
faster, and cheaper digitisation. The results of the project, including dozens
of tools and linguistic resources, are now distributed by the Impact Center of
Competence in Digitisation,2 a non profit organisation which provides tools,
services and facilities to further advance the state-of-the-art in the field of
document imaging, language technology and the processing of historic text.
The BVMC hosts the headquarters of the Impact Centre of Competence and
also leads the Succeed consortium3 which supports the main activities of the
competence centre, and actively contributes the following project objectives:
1. The optimisation of digitisation resources through fostering pooling
the efforts by cultural institutions, partnership (public/private sectors)
and cross-border collaboration.
2. The promotion of the use of common standards for digitisation tools
and data.
3. Sharing of best practices to set up Centres of Competence for European innovation and research and their business models, legal forms,
implementation risks, funding opportunities, standardised governance
models, and contracts/license agreements.
4. The definition of a roadmap towards a common infrastructure of Centres of Competence in the digital libraries research area.
5. Raising awareness of results in the field by organising awards, contests
and events, alongside a comprehensive dissemination strategy.
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Related initiatives

There is a number of valuable initiatives aimed at the development of opensource platforms for the effective management and deployment of digital libraries. For example, Greenstone,4 promoted by UNESCO and developed
by the New Zealand Digital Library, provides a way of building, organising
and publishing digital library collections. Its main strengths are the simplicity to install and use in a variety of platforms, the advanced full-text
1

http://www.impact-project.eu
http://www.digitisation.eu
3
http://succeed-project.eu
4
http://www.greenstone.org
2
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search and retrieval capabilities and the ample multilingual support. It allows for the harvesting of content and metadata through different methods
(URL, OAI, Z39.50 and SRU). Greenstone provides a flexible, customizable metadata scheme (support for the Dublin Core format is pre-supplied),
but limited tools to perform basic operations needed for the maintenance of
a catalogue, for example the management of collections such as periodical
publications.
Fedora Commons5 provides a general-purpose management layer for digital collections and digital repositories including services for creating, managing, publishing, sharing and preserving digital content. Fedora places its
main emphasis on achieving straightforward integration with other systems
(through the use of an API or Application Programming Interface), and
on being highly scalable and configurable. The platform includes a number of services and tools supporting the long term preservation of digital
objects, the content versioning and the management of distributed repositories. Noteworthy strengths of Fedora Commons are:
• A service oriented architecture divided into four areas: repository services, preservation services, semantic services and enterprise services.
• Support for advanced content representation mechanisms through its
digital document model (abstract data model).
However, Fedora Commons is a complex system that requires technical skill
for its installation and management. For example, it does not provide a
user interface although it can interoperate with other systems and user interfaces. The metadata are stored in extended METS format6 and gateways
to simpler formats such as Dublin Core have been implemented. Fedora
uses a relational database to support some of its functions, but metadata
management does not benefit from the full power of using a relational model.
Meanwhile FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records),7
has emerged as an advanced conceptual model to describe physical and digital objects stored in a library. The FRBR model, promoted by the IFLA
(International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions), provides
an entity-relationship description of the records (analogous to the traditional
way databases are described) which is independent of the particular cataloging standard used. This model is especially suitable for describing items
5

http://www.fedora-commons.org
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets
7
http://www.loc.gov/cds/downloads/FRBR.PDF
6
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Figure 1: An example of hierarchical relations between catalogue items
(partial view): lines indicate “is part of”/“has part” relations.
with complex structures and hierarchical relations (for example, journal articles listed under a specific volume, see Fig. 1, documents displayed as an
element integrated in a particular web page or derived creations such as a
translated versions).
Some initiatives are implementing FRBR based on Fedora Commons8
although they have not yet produced open-source software packages that
can be easily employed, evaluated and improved by the community. Some
other initiatives worthy of mention, active in the field digital libraries and
producing open software and interoperability standards which facilitate the
sharing and indexing of metadata are listed below:
• The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAIMPH) can be used to collect metadata (usually in Dublin Core format)
from external repositories.
• The Search/Retrieve via URL (SRU)9 and SRW10 protocols provide an
alternative to the traditional Z39.50 protocol for metadata harvesting;
they are based on XML over HTTP rather than on binary protocols.
• The modern open-source search engines such as the Apache Lucene11
(and the SOLR12 extension to Lucene) provide powerful indexing and
8

http://aims.fao.org/fr/advice/open-access/fao-oa
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/simple.html,http://www.loc.gov/
standards/sru/specs/search-retrieve.html
10
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/specs/transport.html#soap
11
http://lucene.apache.org
12
http://lucene.apache.org/solr
9
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searching capabilities for digital repositories. Hibernate Search13 complements Lucene with essential persistence mechanisms to store and
retrieve digital objects.
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Objectives of the innovation programme

The objectives of the BVMC innovation programme are the following:
1. Implement an open architecture for the advanced management and access to metadata in a digital library; this implementation must provide
open services following the principles of the SOA (Service Oriented
Architecture) methodology,14 a central ingredient behind the vision of
software as a service whose principles relate to interoperability between
libraries, even when they use different systems.
2. Provide a platform for better integration for metadata collected from
heterogeneous sources, since the lack of integration between bibliographic metadata of different repositories often creates inconsistencies
between overlapping items which may hinder the correct dissemination
of the library’s content.
3. Adhere to the open-source philosophy, allowing straightforward deployment of the platform by external or third-party institutions.
4. Support advanced cataloguing according to the FRBR recommendation (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records),15 a conceptual model promoted by the IFLA which provides links to navigate
through the hierarchy of relationships.
5. Implement advanced browsing capabilities exploiting the hierarchical
relations defined by the FRBR model (such as specific subsets of creations, collections and periodical publications, or sub-catalogs for specific library sections).
13

http://www.hibernate.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service-oriented_architecture,http:
//www.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/ws-soa-design1
15
http://www.loc.gov/cds/downloads/FRBR.PDF
14
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Figure 2: Main components of the new platform
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Methodology and Implementation

The main components of the new platform, depicted in Fig. 2, are described
below.

4.1

The relational database and the SOA platform

The implementation follows the concept of multi-tier architecture: a design
pattern where presentation, application processing, and data management
functions are logically separated. This architecture allows developers to
create flexible and reusable applications since it is often only necessary to
modify or add a specific layer, rather than having to rework the entire application. With this service-oriented design, the web services provided by
the BVMC are available for all kinds of clients (for example a web browser
or a BPM project.16 Custom applications, tools, and services can be implemented at external institutions through a standard SOAP17 Application
Programming Interface (API) provided by the web tier (see Fig. 3 for a
schematic representation of the layers integrating the platform).
The business tier consists of the components which provide functionality
to the platform, such as searching and retrieving content, processing and
transforming documents to different formats, or updating ranking criteria
according to usage statistics.
Finally, the Data Access Object (DAO)18 design pattern has been used
in order to separate the data access logic from any particular object persistence mechanism (for instance, a relational database or several search
16
Ryan K. L. Ko. 2009. A computer scientist’s introductory guide to business process
management (BPM). Crossroads 15, 4, Article 4 (June 2009)
17
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap
18
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_access_object
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Figure 3: The architecture of the platform separates presentation (web),
applications (business) and data access.
indices) used to store the content. This approach provides flexibility to
change an application’s persistence mechanism over time without the need
to re-engineer the application logic that interacts with the data access tier.
In our case, the Hibernate persistence framework has been used in combination with Hibernate Search to provide full text search.

4.2

The catalogue management service

The Catalogue Management (CatMan) Service has been re-designed with
a fresh and an enhanced interface. The web interface combines highly interactive functionalities with the look and feel of desktop applications. The
CatMan service provides a graphical user interface for ingesting and modifying objects based on the FRBR conceptual model where content is managed
as data entries, and every item can assert relations to any number of other
objects.
Since the CatMan service has been implemented upon a standard relational database, it supports the controlled ingest of external metadata, the
checking of data integrity and referential integrity, and also data normalization and authority control. For instance, every creator is a unique entity
and every creation defines a relation between the creation and one or more
contributors. In this way, any update in the information about a creator
is immediately propagated to all the creations the creator contributes to,
either as author, translator, or any other role, or even when listed as a sub10

Figure 4: Suggestions for metadata are supplied by the Catalogue Management Service based on authoritative records.
ject of a particular work. Furthermore, the removal of an entity (a creator,
creation, subject heading, etc) is locked whenever the entity is referenced by
an established relation.The relations belong also to a controlled vocabulary
in the relational model, for instance, the role of a creator is predefined by
the cataloguers (for example, author, co-author, editor, publisher, illustrator, or translator). For a higher productivity, the catalogue service suggests
metadata among those entries (creators, roles, subject headings, etc) with
a common prefix with the text typed so far (as shown in Fig. 4). It also
supports the creation of user- defined types of relations between entities,
like the FRBR relation “is translation of”.
The catalogue service also keeps an audit trail of actions that have altered
the object, a tool which can be useful, for instance, for undoing unintended
modifications. Additional features of the service are:
• Strong support for the maintenance of the catalogue (filtering, authority control, definition of ranking/sorting criteria, harvesting and
reporting of usage statistics, etc).
• Flexible definition of sorting and grouping criteria. For example, a
web page may need to list all author’s creations classified by their
genre, sorted by their date but omitting those with dubious authorship.
These type of requests can be simply implemented through a new
“belongs to” relation with a new type of entity called series (which
can be just regarded as a particular listing with a unique identifier).
11

• Bibliographic records can be exported in different formats (Dublin
Core, MARC21, plain text) through specific gateways.

4.3

Open public access catalogue

The BVMC API provides programmatic access to the library content and
services. The API is based on the open standards known collectively as
Web Services, which include the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP),
Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) and the XML Schema Definition language (XSD).19 These standards are supported by a wide range
of development tools on a variety of platforms. The main public service,
called BVMCSearch, allows for the search and retrieval of content and is defined at the following address: http://bvmc.pre.cervantesvirtual.com/
cervantesvirtual-web-services/BVMCSearchWSService?wsdl.
The request follows closely the SRW vocabulary and accepts the parameters listed and described in Table 1 on page 21. The response to a search
request is an XML document containing the elements described in Table 2
(on page 22).

4.4

Content publication workflow

The publication of content in a digital library involves a number of steps
with mutual dependencies: for instance, negotiation with intellectual property rights holders can be parallel to digitisation but must be finished prior to
publication. Typical steps in the publication of digital content include cataloguing, coordination, digitisation, post-correction of text, textual markup,
digital edition (e.g. image enhancement), layout revision, and preservation.
The flow of information between different production departments can be
more easily implemented upon the service oriented architecture approach.
For instance, at present, the workflow service supports:
• The gathering and management of information about the process followed by digital objects and the staff participating at very step.
• For different categories of digital items, the estimation of the completion times of every stage.
• The generation of catalogue listings coupled with status reports.
• The backup and storage of source and derived documents.
19

http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
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• The assignment of profiles to staff and the management of their accounts.
• Internal communication processes.
• The management and maintenance of IPR records.
• The verified upload of content to the website.

4.5

Website content and navigation

The BVMC web design has been focused on the development of a web navigation interface that maximizes usability. Some new features, worth to be
remarked, are the following:
• Browsing periodic publications like journals, magazines and conference
proceedings allows for back and forth navigation between the different aggregation levels (collection, volume, article) assisted by cross
hyperlinks (as depicted in Fig. 5).
• Searching for items is guided by facets, that is, additional keywords
are suggested to the user which partition the results into significant
categories and allow to filter the results and refine those documents
matching the user’s query.
• The library’s content can be browsed in new styles, for example, organised by their subject headings or contributors.
• The web pages presenting the content now integrate dynamic listings
which immediately reflect any update in the catalogue.

4.6

Metadata ingest tool

The launching of a new platform for an existing digital library requires the
controlled migration of all the pre-existing metadata. To implement this
transition, essential concepts from the business intelligence technologies20
have been employed in the BVMC. In particular, ETL (Extract, Transform
and Load) processes have been used to model the basic steps of the migration
process and integrated into workflows.
20
Williams, S. and Williams, N. (2006), The Profit Impact of Business Intelligence,
Morgan Kaufmann, San Francisco, CA. Cook, C. and Cook, M. (2000), The Convergence
of Knowledge Management and Business Intelligence, Auerbach Publications, New York,
NY.
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Figure 5: Navigation between different aggregation levels (collection, volume, article).
Standard tools to manage ETL process provide a graphic interface for
its design, an approach which simplifies the creation and maintenance of
workflows. Furthermore, the tools supply some built-in objects to handle
frequent tasks like the aggregation, parsing or validation of data. The creation of reusable scripts becomes simpler with this approach and leads to
implementations which are easier to maintain.
For example, the original metadata repository in the BVMC employed
MARC2121 as the standard for bibliographic records, and the functional
analysis of the Library of Congress22 has been used to define the exact
relationships between the data structures embodied in the MARC21 records
21
22

www.loc.gov/marc
http://www.loc.gov/marc/marc-functional-analysis/source/analysis.pdf
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Figure 6: Schema of the metadata ingestion process.
and the FRBR model. Fig. 8 on page 24 shows the schema of the ETL
process extracting subject nomens (a nomen is any form by which a subject
or theme is referred to) from two different databases. The ETL implements
transformations like those shown in table 3 (page 22).

Figure 7: (a) A representation of an ETL sequence created to migrate
subject headings.
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5

Impact

The innovation in the platform supporting the library operation has influenced at least three different types of stakeholders:
1. General public and users accessing the library on the web.
2. Staff involved in the generation and maintenance of the catalogue.
3. Developers of applications based on the library content (both in-house
and external).
The BVMC serves over one hundred million pages per year, a remarkable amount for a website focused on cultural heritage in Spanish. These
users now benefit from a wider range of navigation possibilities when browsing the library. For instance, accessing the full journal volume containing a
particular article while reading it, browsing web pages which include listings
sorted by complex criteria (e.g, author creations classified by genre). Since a
creation can belong to multiple series, it can be sorted according to different
criteria in the context of each series. As an illustration, Fig. 9 (page 24)
shows a page listing a subset of the entries in the catalogue, the proceedings
of the meetings of an association (the International Association of Theaters
for Children and Young People), which are sorted by a correlative numbering.
Additionally, advanced search services, such as the faceted search (also
called faceted navigation, guided navigation, or parametric search) depicted
in Fig. 10 (page 25), have been implemented in order to provide hints for
a more effective location of the relevant documents by classifying the items
matching the query into significant categories. For example, relevant subject
headings are suggested to filter the creations retrieved when looking for a
particular title word. This functionality provides quicker, more flexible,
dynamic and accurate search results: currently, the BVMC website allows
to facet on authorities, subjects, dates or any combination of them. Since
the filters are displayed as bread crumbs, users can remove some facets from
the search filter whilst retaining others.
The deployment of the new platform has also a considerable impact upon
the work of cataloguers working in the maintenance of the library’s catalogue. The richer descriptions supported by the FRBR model (clustering,
for instance, manifestations and expressions of the same work) allow for the
joint analysis of entries, a more effective introduction of new items (since less
typing is required, time and errors are minimised), and also for improved
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retrieval mechanisms (for instance, similar items now appear clustered together in the response).
The catalogue management tool provides a tighter control over the descriptive terms: terms in closed vocabularies are selected by means of a
drop-down menu while controlled vocabularies generate lists of suggestions
to complete those fields in the form which express relations (e.g., assigning
a subject heading to a creation) by showing those entities in the database
that partially match the input. Furthermore, additional tools have been implemented to alert of potentially conflictive terms such as variants or typos
of an existing creator’s name.
Finally, the programmers and developers of applications and web sites
benefit from the direct access to web services which allow the creation of
internal and external resources based on the library’s content. The creation
of new web pages is also simplified because aggregated items like collections and parts of complex objects —such as sub-catalogues or volumes in
a collection— can be handled as if they were independent entities.
Furthermore, metadata can be easily exported to other formats since
a comprehensive model which fits rich standards such as MARC21 and
ISAD(g) (General International Standard Archival Description) as well as
more succinct formats, such as Dublin Core, has been designed for the storage of descriptive metadata in the database.
According to the SOA philosophy, external institutions are allowed to
build custom applications, tools, and services based on the services and tools
available through the BVMC website. The web services can be accessed
with the JSON23 format (JavaScript Object Notation), a syntax for storing
and exchanging text information which is more compact and faster to parse
than raw XML. Since not every user is familiar with JSON, the BVMC also
provides an interface to generate the JSON strings, so that the developer
can generate the query just by adding parameters dynamically and using
the logical operators (AND, OR, NOT).
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 11 on page 26. As shown there,
the interface simplifies the generation of the query through intuitive step
and generates the equivalent request in JSON syntax, as shown in Fig. 12,
which can be simply included in the web page created by the developer (see
Fig. 13).
23

http://www.json.org
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6

Sustainability and future work

The provision of high quality content tied to innovative services are essential
ingredients for the success of medium-size libraries like the Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes which do not pursue the compilation of extensive
repositories. Therefore, the Fundación Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes has the commitment to support a continuous innovation programme
for the next years in cooperation with leading institutions in the area of
digital libraries.
In this context, the BVMC has also committed to host and lead the
Impact Centre of Competence in Digitisation. Therefore, the BVMC will
foster with the other founding members (Bibliothèque nationale de France,
British Library, Fraunhofer- Gesellschaft, Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie, Koninklijke Bibliotheek Planman Technologies, Poznań Supercomputing and Networking Center and Universidad de Alicante) the advance of
the research in the field of digitisation and the active transfer of knowledge
from the companies and research centres to libraries, museums and archives.
With regard the next goals of the innovation programme, they will be
centered in the semantic and collaborative technologies. The interoperability
with other open-source initiatives, such as Fedora Commons, will also be
explored. Some of the guidelines for this future work are described below.

6.1

Semantic web and linked data

In general, digital libraries are searchable either through their metadata
or via a full-text index to access the content in their digital objects. While
queries like “list objects containing the words Miguel Cervantes” are feasible,
there is however no way to inquire queries such as “list all objects which
are related to the subject of historical novel”, particularly if the expression
“historical novel” is not found verbatim in the digital library. The addition
of semantic information to a library, represented by metadata attached to
each object, can be used to support the last type of queries, building a
semantic digital library with enhanced value for the end user.
Semantic metadata can be expressed in Resource Description Framework
(RDF) syntax as relationships expressed in triples consisting of a subject, a
predicate, and an object (for example, the relation “the content X has author
Y” involves a subject X, a predicate “has author” and an object Y). Based
on RDF, the different metadata sources —such as bibliographic descriptions,
user profiles or bookmarks—, will be integrated providing communication
interoperability.
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6.2

Social web

The impact of social networks has incremented the usage of advanced technologies, like OpenSocial, and personalized vocabularies, such as Friend of
a Friend (FOAF). Researchers have moved towards approaches supporting
services with semantic parameters such as annotations, recommendations,
rankings, comments and self defined tags. Catalogues with these capabilities
are usually called Social Online Public Access Catalogues (SOPAC).
Many front end applications, for instance Drupal, have been extended
with modules offering this functionality. Recently, the linked-data approach
has been proposed as a reference model for applications exposing a semantic behaviour with content accessible through Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URI). The Resource Description Framework specifications from W3C are
a building block for developing applications guided with linked data principles. For example, the JeromeDL digital library implements semantic web
and social networking concepts by allowing users to control their bookmarks
and annotations and to share them with friends.
The ontology for the BVMC will be mainly focused on OpenSocial resources (user, activity, group, and application data) complemented with the
FOAF agent class. OpenSocial describes an activity with four elements:
1. Actor: the entity that creates the activity.
2. Action: the event performed by the actor.
3. Object: the entity on which the action has been performed.
4. Target: the entity receiving the action impact.
The application of the ontology will seek to manage the concepts of
person and activity in the BVMC domain according to the linked-data principles. The new version of the BVMC based on the semantic web paradigm
will support comments and recommendations. These events will be registered as activities to be notified, depending on their type, to different circles
of friends. A personalized administration panel will allow each user to personalise the actions triggered by the activities and events.

6.3

Data mining and standard logs

Data mining is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and
summarizing it into useful information. With the growing popularity of the
World Wide Web, large volumes of data, such as the user address or the URL
19

requested are gathered automatically by servers and collected in access log
files. Discovering relationships and global patterns in log files can provide
significant and useful information, for instance, to enhance performance or
to redesign a website for increased effectiveness and user satisfaction.
In order to apply process mining techniques it is essential to extract
events from data sources in a standardised format such as the eXtensible
Event Stream (XES) format. Analysis tools will be then applied to identify
and summarize the relationships.

Alicante, January 14, 2013
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Keyword
operation
version

Relevance
mandatory
mandatory

Type
string
string

query
startRecord

optional
mandatory

string
integer

maximumRecords

mandatory

integer

recordPacking

optional

string

recordSchema

optional

string

sortKeys

optional

string

extraRequestData

optional

string

Description
The string searchRetrieve.
The version of the request, and a statement by the client that it wants the response to be less than, or preferably equal
to, that version. The initial value is 1.0.
The main query for the request.
This parameter is used to paginate results
from a query. When specified, it indicates
the offset in the complete result set for
the queries where the set of returned documents should begin. (i.e. the first record
appear in the result set is the offset). The
initial value is 0.
This parameter is used to paginate results
from a query. When specified, it indicates
the maximum number of documents from
the complete result set to return to the
client for every request.
A string to determine how the record
should be escaped in the response. Defined values are string and xml. The default is xml.
The schema in which the records must be
returned. The value is the URI identifier
for the schema or the short name for it
published by the server. The default value
is dc (Dublin Core Record Schema).
Sort on one indexed field. Possible values:
title, author, relevance, date
Provides additional information for the
server to process. Array of service description strings to configure the search.
This parameter is based on JSON and can
be created from a easy interface explained
below.

Table 1: Vocabulary for the parameters of a search request.
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Element name
version

Type
string

Relevance
mandatory

numberOfRecords

integer

mandatory

records

sequence optional
of
records
integer
optional

nextRecordPosition

Description
The version of the response. This must be
less than or equal to the version requested
by the client
The number of records matched by the
query. If the query fails this must be 0.
A sequence of records matched by the
query.
The next position within the result set following the final returned record. If there
are no remaining records, this field must
be omitted.

Table 2: Elements in the response to a search request.

Subfield
650a
650b
650c
650d
650e
650v
650x
650y
650z

Data Element
Topical term or geographic
Topical term following
Location of event
Active dates
Relator term
Form subdivision
General subdivision
Chronological
Geographic subdivision

FRBR entity
Subject
Subject
Place subject
Event subject
None
Work
Concept
Event
Place

Attribute/Relationship
Term for C/O/E/P
Term for C/O/E/P
Term for place
Term for event
None
Form of work
Term for concept
Term for event subdivision
Term for place

Table 3: Some mapping rules between MARC21 fields and FRBR entities.
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Figure 7: (b) ETL process which extracts information from two different
tables to create the different subject.
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Figure 8: An extracted FRBR entity.

Figure 9: An example of web page exploiting the hierarchical relation
belongs to a series.
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Figure 10: Faceted search provides hints to refine the results retrieved
after a query.
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Figure 11: Graphical interface assisting in the creation of queries.
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Figure 12: Output provided by the JSON interface.

Figure 13: A web page prototype exploiting the web services provided by
the BVMC.
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Figure 14: Social activity diagram.
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